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Players rated 1600 against players rated 1800 
Game 1 

 
 

Brecevac, Viktor (1600) - Berni, Alen (1820) [D03] 
Porec op (6), 08.12.2007 
 
1.d4 d5 2.Nf3 Nf6 3.Bg5 e6 4.Nbd2  
This choice of opening is quite common at the lower level. The main reason is that such a 
setup is universally applicable against any line chosen by black, so it doesn’t require 
spending much time learning opening variations). White’s idea is quite simple: he will 
get his pieces into play, moving the battle into the middle game. Still, this doesn’t disturb 
black at all. White doesn’t fight for the center; therefore this choice hardly gives him an 
opening advantage.) 
 
4…h6 5.Bh4 c5 6.c3 Nc6  
Black places his pieces on good squares, finishing his development. Still, this doesn’t 
solve his only problem: the poorly placed light squares bishop.  
Therefore a better alternative seems to be 6...Be7 which leads after 7.e3 0–0 8.Bd3 b6 
(this is the point of delaying the knight’s development; black will trade his “bad” bishop 
by force) 9.Qe2 a5 to an equal position. (White can’t prevent “Ba6” anymore.)  
 
7.e3 Be7 
 

 
 
 
8.a3  
From now on, white is going in the wrong direction. The main reason for this is that he 
didn’t study the opening correctly. Of course, it’s important to learn the variations in the 
opening that we intend to play, but this is hardly enough.  
When learning an opening it is essential to know the general plan, where the pieces are 
best placed, and the right path for the pieces. Let’s say that the opponent is making an 
“out of book” move in the opening. Without knowing those essential aspects we have 
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already mentioned, the chance of reacting well is quite slim. Thus a bad move may prove 
to be a good one).  
Now, let’s return to the game. The move that white played isn’t useful (therefore it 
simply loses time) and it weakens the light square from the queenside. In such a setup, 
white’s main plan is to play in the center and on the kingside. The general plans are based 
on the move “Ne5”, followed by “f4” (heading for a kingside attack), or on an “e4” 
advance (playing in the center). Also, if black trades on “d4”, it is better to take with the 
“e” pawn. This opens the “e” file, supporting the “Ne5” jump. 
Therefore, it would have been better to play 8.Bd3 0–0 9.0–0 b6 10.Qe2 (this is the 
queen’s good square since it supports the “e4” advance and it is closer to the kingside) 
with a roughly equal position. 
  
8...Bd7 9.Bd3 0–0 10.Qc2  
White continues playing badly and places the queen on a poor square (mainly because he 
was not familiar with the opening’s general plans).  
Better would have been 10.Qe2 cxd4 11.exd4 with an equal game. 
 
10...cxd4 11.cxd4  
After this move, the initiative passes to black’s hands, since he can press on the 
queenside with a gain of tempo. Actually, now we can understand white’s 8th move; he 
intended to take with the “c” pawn on “d4”, therefore he took control over the “b4” 
square in advance.  
Better would have been 11.exd4. 
 
11...Rc8 12.Qb3 Ne8  
Black returns the favor and allows white to balance the game. Trading the dark squares 
bishops is obviously in white’s favor since the bishop is a useful piece that supports the 
queenside game. Also, from a general point of view, this trade is not that great since it is 
white’s “bad” bishop and black’s “good” one. 
It would have been better to continue pushing on the queenside with 12...Na5 since after 
13.Qa2 b5 black is slightly better. (White has no counter play to oppose black’s 
queenside game.) 
 
13.Bg3  
White misses the chance.  
After 13.Bxe7 Qxe7 14.0–0 the position is equal.  
 
13...Na5  
Finally, black is going in the right direction and starts pressing on the queenside.  
 
14.Qd1 Qb6 15.b4  
This “tempting” move is a bad positional decision (it is bad to move the pawns on the 
side where you are attacked) and eases black’s task, since he can open the game on  the 
queenside (with an “a5” advance). Also, black gains a good outpost on “c4”. 
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The restrained 15.Rb1 was better since after 15…Bb5 (trading the “bad” bishop is always 
a good decision) 16.Bxb5 Qxb5 black is only slightly better. After 17.Qe2 white has good 
chances to level the game.  
 
15...Nc4 
 

 
 
 
16.Qe2  
After some positional mistakes, white is starting to make tactical ones. This move loses 
on the spot (although black failed to take advantage of it). In order to avoid tactical tricks 
(or make them), it’s essential to be acquainted with the most simple ones (double attack, 
pin, distraction of the defender, destroying the defender and so on). For this, you should 
solve as many (simple) combinations as you can on those themes. Here is a typical case 
of “weakness of the 1st rank”. In order to avoid it, white should simply castle. 
After 16.0–0 Nb2 (he was probably afraid of this move) 17.Bh7+ (this tactical trick 
“attraction” saves the exchange).  

Of course not 17.Qe2 Nxd3 18.Qxd3 Bb5 and black wins the exchange getting a 
decisive advantage.  

17...Kxh7 18.Qb1+ Kg8 19.Qxb2 Nd6 20.Bxd6 Bxd6 black is still better, but the close 
character of the game gives white good chances to even the game.  
 
16...Ned6  
Black also fails to use the already mentioned tactical trick. 
After the simple 16...Nxa3 (the knight is immune because of the “Rc1” threat) 17.0–0 
Bxb4 black wins both queenside pawns getting a decisive advantage.  
 
17.0–0  
17.Bxd6 doesn’t solve white’s problems since after 17…Nxd6 18.Nb3 Bb5 19.0–0 Rc3 
black is better since he puts pressure on the queenside.  
 
17...Nb2  
This is a good decision since by gaining the light squares bishop, black increases his 
control over the light squares.  
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18.Rfc1 Nxd3 19.Qxd3 Bb5 20.Qb3 Rc7  
This looks like a fine move since black prepares to take control over the “c” file (after 
doubling the rooks), but it has a major drawback: he is not paying attention to his 
opponent’s ideas (a less important drawback is that it pins the “d6” knight). White 
intends to play “a4” which eases his defense, since after “Bc4” black closes the “c” file 
and if the bishop goes back it reduces the influence over the light squares. Therefore 
defending against white’s threat would have been better.  
After the simple 20...Qa6 (taking control over the “a4” square) 21.Bxd6 Bxd6 22.Rc3 
Ba4 23.Qb2 Rxc3 24.Qxc3 Bd7 black holds on to his advantage. (“Rc8” will come, 
taking control over the “c” file.) 
 
21.a4  
White doesn’t wait for a second invitation and is improving his defense.  
 
21…Bc4 22.Qb2  
The simple 22.Nxc4 was slightly better since after 22…Rfc8 23.Nfd2 dxc4 24.Qc3, 
neither side can make a real progress (with “Bd6” to come) since white has to keep the 
“c” pawn blocked and black has to defend it. Note that white will advance on “b5” in 
order to prevent black from connecting his pawns (in the future).  
 
22...Rfc8 23.Ne5 Be2 24.Rxc7  
This is another poor positional decision since it allows black to gain control over the “c” 
file. 
Better would have been 24.Rc5 a5  

Bad is 24...Bf6 25.Qc2 since black has to trade on “c5” sooner or later, leaving 
white with an edge.  

25.Rxc7 Rxc7 26.b5 with an equal position (“Rc1” will come) since without control over 
the “c” file, black cannot make further progress.  
 
24...Qxc7 25.Nb3 
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25…Bc4  
Black returns the favor and loses all his advantage. His only advantage at this moment is 
his control over the “c” file and the possibility of penetrating along it. The control over 
an open file won’t give an advantage by itself unless you have entering points. Therefore, 
at the first opportunity you should penetrate along the file. Instead of this, black chooses 
to close it, allowing white to regain control over it. It would have been better to head for 
the endgame by playing “Qc2”.   
After 25...Qc2 26.Qxc2 Rxc2 27.Nc5 Ne4 28.Nxe4 dxe4 the strong pressure on the 
queenside, the pair of bishops and the better-placed pieces would give black a large 
advantage. (White’s chances for a successful defense are very small.) 
 
26.Rc1 f6  
A positional mistake is followed by another. Black intended to drive the “e5” knight back 
(although it didn’t disturb him at all), but by doing this, he is weakening his kingside and 
loses the dark squares bishop (decreasing the pressure on the queenside).  
Better would have been 26...Qd8 and black’s position remains slightly better.  
 
27.Ng6 Kf7 28.Nxe7 Qxe7 29.Nd2 g5  
Black has a bad plan (he intends to start a kingside attack but this has no chances of 
success since his pieces are on the queenside) that is only weakening his kingside.  
Better would have been 29...a6 (preparing a “b5” advance) that leads after 30.Bxd6 Qxd6 
31.Nxc4 Rxc4 32.Rxc4 dxc4 33.a5 to an equal position.  
 
30.h3  
White is playing too cautiously (he simply waits to see how black intends to proceed 
further) and doesn’t take any advantage of black’s dubious plan. It would have been 
better to start active play of his own, trying to take advantage of black’s weakened 
kingside.  
After 30.b5 (threatening “Qb4”) 30…Nf5 31.e4 (this is the point of white’s idea: he will 
open the game, taking advantage of black’s misplaced bishop which can hardly can come 
back to defend on the kingside) 31…Nxg3 32.hxg3 Qd7 33.Qc2 (with a gain of tempo, 
threatening “exd5” followed by “Qh7”, white makes sure that black has to take on “d5” 
with the pawn and prepares a “Nf1” move, not allowing black to trade the knight due to 
the pin along the “c” file) 34…Kg7 34.exd5 exd5 35.Nf1 the game remains complicated, 
but white has better prospects. (After “Ne3” he has good attacking chances.) 
 
30...a6 31.Rc3  
Here also, it would have been better to open the game with 31.Bxd6 Qxd6 32.e4 leading 
to a complicated position, but white sticks with his waiting stance.  
 
31...f5  
White’s “wait and see” tactic proved to be good, since black is weakening his position 
further (there is no point in giving up the control over the “e5” square). When you 
advance a pawn, make sure that there are no weaknesses left behind since the pawns are 
the only pieces that can’t go back. After this further weakness, white could get a long 
term advantage by simple means, although he failed to do so.  
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The restrained 31...Kg7 was better; the game remains balanced).  
 
32.Qc1  
White sticks with his original plan of waiting and loses the opportunity of gaining a long 
term advantage.  
After 32.Bxd6 Qxd6 33.Nf3 (with “Ne5” to come) black has to play extremely carefully 
in order to maintain the balance. White can combine the pressure on “c4” with a kingside 
attack (taking advantage of his well-placed knight. Generally, when you spot a weak 
square, try to occupy it.  
 
32...b5  
Black is fortifying his bishop, but the direct 32...Ne4 was slightly better (making sure of 
the presence of the opposite colors bishops), since after 33.Nxe4 fxe4 the game is equal.  
 
33.Be5  
This move is pointless and it only brings the bishop on a worse square (it is exposed 
here). 
Better was to defend the “a” pawn with 33.Qa1 since after 33…bxa4 34.Bxd6 Qxd6 
35.Qxa4 white is slightly better.  
 
33...Kg6  
An easier solution is 33...bxa4 (threatening “Nb5”) which leads after 34.Bxd6 Qxd6 
35.Nxc4 (otherwise white cannot recover the pawn) 35…dxc4 36.Rxc4 Rxc4 37.Qxc4 
Ke7 to a roughly equal position (although white has to play carefully due to the 
dangerous “a” pawn).  
 
34.a5 Ne4 
After this, the game is equal mainly because of the presence of the opposite color bishops 
and the closed game. If black intended to push further he should have taken advantage of 
white’s 33rd move.   
After 34...Nf7 (attacking the “b” pawn) 35.Qb2 Nxe5 (otherwise white simply withdraws 
the bishop, leaving the “e5” square weak) 36.dxe5 h5 the game is complicated. 
Note that the tempting 37.Nf3 is bad since after 37…g4 38.Nd4  

Bad is 38.hxg4 hxg4 39.Nd2 Rh8 since black has a decisive attack.  
38...gxh3 black has the initiative with good attacking chances.  
 
35.Nxe4 fxe4  
Good enough was 35...dxe4 with an equal game.  
 
36.Qb2 Qf7 37.Rc2 h5 38.Kh2 Rf8 39.Kg1 g4 40.h4  
Of course not 40.hxg4 hxg4 and black has good attacking chances.  
Now the position is blocked and the players could agree on a draw (neither side can make 
any progress), but the game is far from over.  
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40...g3 
This pawn sacrifice is pointless and it only gives white additional winning chances 
(although very small).  
After 40...Qe7 41.g3 the game is dead draw.  
 
41.Bxg3 Qf5 42.Rc1  
White could head for the activation of his queen at once with 42.Qc1 Qg4 43.Kh2, but in 
such a closed position, losing time is not that important.  
 
42...Qg4 43.Qd2 Kh7 44.Rc2 Rf7 45.Rc1 Rg7 46.Kh2 Rf7 47.Qd1 Be2  
There is no point in avoiding the endgame since after 47...Qxd1 48.Rxd1 Kg6 white has 
almost no chances to win.  
 
48.Qh1  
White is trying to get his queen into play. 
 
48….Bc4 49.Kg1 Rg7 50.Kh2  
The immediate 50.Qh2 leads to draw at once since after 50…Qe2 51.Be5 Qd2 black is 
simply attacking white’s rook which has no place to hide. 
 
50...Qf5 51.Bf4 Qf8 52.Qe1  
White gives up his idea of activating the queen. 
Even after 52.Rb1 Qf6 53.Kg1 Rg4 54.Bg5 Qf3 (this is black’s best shot, not allowing 
the queen to penetrate in his camp) 55.Qh2 Kg6 white cannot improve his position 
further due to the weakness of the “g2” pawn.  
 
52...Qf5  
From now on, both sides were just moving their pieces without any particular purpose 
(generally speaking the game is equal).  
 
53.Qd1 Rg4 54.g3 Qf8 55.Qd2 Rg6 56.Kg2 Qf6 57.Bg5 Qf3+ 58.Kg1 Rg7 59.Bf4 Qg4 
60.Kh2 Qf5 61.Qd1 Kg6 62.Kg2 Qg4 63.f3  
White is pushing further. This is the right decision since black has to play carefully 
although (objectively speaking) the game should end up in a draw.   
Even after the tempting 63.Qxg4+ hxg4 64.h5+ (otherwise black plays “Kh5” with a dead 
draw) 64…Kxh5 65.Rh1+ Kg6 66.Rh6+ Kf5 67.Rh8 white doesn’t achieve much. (White 
cannot leave the “h” file due to the “Rh7-Be2-f3” threat.) 
 
63...Qf5  
After 63...exf3+ 64.Qxf3 Qxf3+ 65.Kxf3 Kf5 we reach the same position as in the game. 
 
64.fxe4 Qxe4+ 65.Qf3 Qxf3+ 66.Kxf3 Kf5 67.Rc2 Rg8 68.Rc3 Rc8 69.Rc1  
The only way to push further is with 69.Rc2 Rc6 70.Be5. White has the idea of 
advancing on “g4” (at some point) getting a dangerous pawn on the “h” file. 
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69...Be2+  
The comedy of errors comes. This is a gross mistake that loses on the spot.  
 
70.Kxe2 Rxc1 71.Kf3  
White fails to spot a typical tactical trick 71.e4+ (“clearing of the diagonal and lines with 
a gain of tempo”) 71…Kxe4 72.Bxc1 getting a decisive advantage.  
 
71...Rc4  
Without help from his king, black cannot win, therefore it would have been better to 
concentrate on this task with 71...Rf1+ since after 72.Ke2 Rb1 (this is the point; black 
gains a tempo that allows the king to reach the “e4” square) 73.Bd6 Ke4 black has a 
decisive advantage.  
 
72.Bd6 Rc1 73.Bf4 Rc4 74.Bd6 Rc3 75.Bf4 Rb3 76.Bd6 Rb1 77.Ke2  
A stiffer defense was offered by 77.Bf8 (not allowing black’s king to advance further) 
although after 77…Rb3 78.Bc5 e5 (without this breakthrough black can’t make further 
progress) 79.dxe5 d4 (this is the point; black wins the important “b” pawn) 80.Bxd4 
Rxb4 black has a decisive advantage.  
 
77...Ke4 78.Kd2 Kf3 79.Kc2 Re1  
The immediate 79...Rg1 wins at once (the threat “Rxg3” cannot be parried).  
 
80.Bf4 Re2+ 81.Kd3 Rg2  
Finally, black goes for the winning plan.  
 
82.Be5 Rxg3 83.Bxg3 Kxg3  
The pawns endgame is easily won. 
 
84.e4 Kxh4 85.exd5 exd5 86.Ke2 Kg3  
In this lost position, white resigned.  
 
0–1 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS: 
 

1. When playing an opening make sure that you know the main plans and where you 
should place the pieces. 

2. Don’t move pawns on the side where you are attacked (unless it is absolutely 
necessary).  

3. The control over an open file is an important positional factor (fight for it). If you 
have control over an open file, try to penetrate along it.  

4. Make sure that you are acquainted with the basic tactical tricks.  
5. When advancing the pawns make sure that there are no weaknesses left behind. 
6. Take control over the weak squares and try to occupy them.  

 


